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EFFECTS OFMAC!HNUMBE3ANDW~- TiDEERAm RATIO ON 

TURBULEXTHNATTRANSl?ERATM4CHNUMBERS FROM 3 To 5 

By Thorval Tendeland 

SUMMARY 

Heat-transfer data were evaluated from temperature time histories 
measured on a cooled cylindrical model with a cone-shaped nose and with 
turbulent flow at Mach numbers 3.00, 3.44, 4.08, 4.56, and 5.04. The 
experimental data were compared with calculated values using a modified 
Reynolds analogy between skin friction and heat transfer. Theoretical 
skin-friction coefficients were calculated using the method of Van Driest 
and the method of Sommer and Short. 

The heat-transfer data obtained from the model were found to correlate 
when the T1 method of Sommer and Short was used. The increase in turbu- 
lent heat-transfer rate with a reduction in wall to free-stream teqerature 
ratio was of the same order of magnitude as has been found for the 
turbulent skin-friction coefficient. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the emphasis on higher and higher speeds for modern aircraft, 
the effects of aerodynamic heating and the importance of being able to 
predict the rates of heat transfer are well recognized. For lsminar flow '. 
the method of predicting heat transfer is fairly accurate and reliable; a 
however, for turbulent flow there still exists an uncertainty with regard 
to evaluating heat transfer. 

For subsonic turbulent flow the correlation between heat transfer 
and skin friction by means of Reynolds analogy has been well established. 
For supersonic flow a modified Reynolds analogy relating heat trsnsfer 
and skin friction has been presented by Rubesin in reference 1. Consider- 
able skin-friction data have been correlated in reference 2. The results 
of these two references can be used for predicting turbulent heat trans- 
fer. An slternative method is to use the theoretical work of Van Driest 
(ref. 3). These methods predict heat transfer for turbulent air flow 
with a zero pressure gradient. 

A considerable.amount of turbulent heat-transfer data has been 
reported, for example, references 4 through ll. However, the majority 
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of the investigations were conducted at relatively low Mach numbers and - 
with low heat transfer or with wall temperatures nesr recovery tempera- 
tures. The data of reference 2 show a large increase in skin friction a 
with an increase in heat transfer. -. 

The purpose of this investigation was to obtain turbulent heat- ' 
transfer data at various Mach numbers and at various ratios of wall to - 
free-stream temperature and to check the prediction, based on skin- 
friction measurements of reference 2, that a decreasing wall-temperature 
ratio causes a large increase in heat transfer or Stanton number. 

SYMBOIS 
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CF 

Cf 

cP 
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cl 

R 
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St 

T 

t 

U 

X 

E 

surface area 

average skin-friction coefficient, $ 
s 

X 

9 ax 
0 

local skin-friction coefficient, local shear 

specific heat of air at constant pressure 
9 local heat-transfer coefficient, T,. 

Mach number 

pressure 

local heat-transfer rate 
%PIX Reynolds number, - 

Pl 

recovery factor, 
Tr - Tl 
T 0 -T, 

Sutherland constant (see 

Stanton number, &$'cp 

absolute temperature 

time 

air velocity 

effective distance along 

emissivity 

per unit area 

eq. (9)) 

the model 
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-5n thickness of model material 

Q Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 0.173x10-8Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(oR)4 

P density of air 

pm density of model material 

P coefficient of viscosity 

Subscripts 

av 

i 

n 

d 
0 

r 

t 

W 

1 

co 

W 

average 

incompressible 

condition at nitrogen spray tube 

stagnation value 

conditions at surface for zero heat transfer 

conditions at tunnel wsll 

conditions at surface of model . 

local stream condition at outer edge of boundary layer 

undisturbed free-stream conditions 

Superscripts 

conditions at which incompressible flow relations must be evslua-kd 
in order to represent compressible flow 

exponent for the temperature-ratio variation of viscosity 

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 

Wind Tunnel ._. 

The investigation was conducted in the Ames lo-inch heat-transfer 
wind tunnel which is a variable-pressure, variable-tewerature, continuous- 
flow type with a Mach number range from 3 to 5. A schematic diagram is 
shown in figure 1. 
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Model 

Two models were used in the investigation: a pressure-distribution 
model to neasure surface pressures and a temperature-distribution model. 
A sketch of the two models is shown in figure 2. Both models consisted 
of a 2-inch-diameter cylindrical body approximately 14-3/4 inches long 
and equipped with a 20° included-angle nose section. At nine longitudinal 
stations on the cylindrical portion of the pressure-distribution model 
there were pressure taps. Two pressure taps were located on the nose 
section of the model, one on the top surface and one diametrically oppo- 
site on the bottom surface. Surface pressures were measured on a 
dibutylphthalate manometer. 

- 

The temperature-distribution model was fabricated from type 32l 
stainless steel. Considerable care was taken in the machining of this 
model in order to obtain a uniform diameter and a uniform wall thickness. 
The cylindrical section had a wall thickness of 0.065 inch. The wall of 
the cone-shaped nose varied in thickness from 0.125 inch at the base to 
0.166 inch at 1 inch from the tip. There was a l/&-inch-diameter 
stainless-steel tube along the model axis. The purpose of this tube was 
to cool the model by spraying the inner walls with liquid nitrogen. This 
tube was equipped with approximately l&O small orifices varying in disme- 
ter from 0.016 to 0.040 inch. The spacing snd size of the holes were 
selected on the basis of preliminary tests to obtain a constant temperature 
along the model. 

- 

Lb' 

w 

The model was instrumented with 20 constantan-nichrome thermocouples. 
Eighteen of the thermocouples were located on the cylindrical portion of 
the model, with three thermocouples at each of six stations. The other 
two thermocouples were spaced along the nose cone of the model. The 
thermocouples were Frribedded in the inner wall by means of a high- 
temperature solder and the leads were brought out at the rear of the 
model. The thermocouple leads within the model were supported snd sepa- 
rated from the nitrogen spray tube by means of thin cross-shaped supports 
made from a Fiberglas material. The size of the thermocouple wire was 
No. 30 B and S gage for the constantan wire e33d No. 32 B and S gage for 
the nichrome wire. These thermocouple materieJ.s were chosen because of 
their reasonably good millivolt temperature relationship and their rela- 
tive insensitivity to changes in resistance with changes in temperature. 
Time histories of the wall temperature were obtained by recording the 
thermocouple outputs on an oscillograph. Very little data was obtained 
at station 1 on the model as a result of the thermocouples breaking at 
this station when the tunnel air flow was started and stopped. The 
conditions for the various tests are as follows: 

. 
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Boundary-Layer Trip 
. 

For all of the tests a boundary-layer trip made from l-50-D garnet 
paper, with most of the backing removed, was used. A strip of this paper 
approximately l/2 inch wide was fastened to the nose of the model, 
l/2 inch from the tip. With this trip, turbulent recovery temperature 
was measured at all thermocouple stations at Mach numbers up to 5. For 
the tests at a Mach number 5 it was necessary to resort to two of these 
trips, the second one located approximately l/4 inch downstream from the 
first trip. 

Liquid Nitrogen Equipment 

The equipment used to bring the liquid nitrogen into the model is 
shown schematically in figure 3. It consisted of sn insulated stainless-' 
steel tank which was filled from flasks used to store and transport the 
liquid nitrogen. The liquid nitrogen was forced into the model by pres- 
surizing the stainless-steel tank with gaseous nitrogen. A three-way 
valve was used in the line between the model and the stainless-steel tank. 
It was necessary to shut off the liquid nitrogen supply before taking 
temperature data; the three-way valve permitted this to be done quickly. 
Also by connecting the third passage from the vslve to a low-pressure 
region in the test section the residual liquid nitrogen in the supply 
line to the model could be purged rapidly. At the higher Mach numbers 
the model could not be cooled to as low a temperature as desired because 
of the method of removing the coolant from the model. This method was 
to exhaust the coolant into the wind-tunnel air stream at the rear of the 
mcdel. The amount of coolant which the wind-tunnel air stream could 
absorb without choking decreased as the Mach number was increased. There- 
fore since the model wall temperature was dependent on the amount of 
coolant that was used, the necessity of reducing the quantity of coolant 
to prevent choking of the wind tunnel resulted in less cooling (higher 
mode1wsJ.l temperatures) at the higher Mach numbers. 
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REDUCTION OF DATA 

Determining Heat-Transfer Rates 

Heat-transfer rates were evaluated from temerature 
of the model by means of the following heat balances: 

qmodel = (qconvection) + (q radiation from tunnel 
I9 radiation to nitrogen spray tube > 

or more explicitly from reference 12, 

, 

L 

time histories 

Wall I- 
-. 

. - 

L+- Aw 1 An 1 
CW At z-l ( > 

1+- --l 
( > sn Aw sw 

(1) 
No corrections were made in the above equation for axial or circumferen- 
tial conduction along the model. An estimate of the effects of conduction 
was made using the temperature gradients as measured and it was found that 
this correction amounted to approximately 3 percent of the convective 
heat-transfer rate at the worst.condition, Mach number 5. For lower Mach 
numbers the correction was less. Therefore, the effects of axial 
conduction were neglected. 

4 

c 

To evaluate the heat transferred by radiation to the model an 
ermnissivity of 0.2 was used for the polished cuter surface of the model. 
This value was obtained from reference 13. For the inner surface of the 
model, the nitrogen spray tube, and the tunnel walls, an emissivity value 
of 0.5 was used since these surfaces were discolored and tarnished from 
heating. The specific heat of the model and its variation with tempera- 
ture were obtained from data given in reference 14 for type 347 stain- 
less steel. The model was fabricated from type 32l stainless steel; 
however, these two types of stainless steel are practically identical in 
composition, the main difference being that one is stabilized with a small 
amount of titanium and the other with columbium. The theoretical specific 
heats of the two types of stainless steel were compared by means of Kopp's 
rule (ref. 15) and no significant difference could be determined. 

In equation (1) the major problem is evaluating the rate of change 
of model wsll temperature with time. To evaluate this rate of change 
two methods were used. The method which was used most extensively was 
to determine.= average slope for a small time interval by means of the 
ratio ATw/At. Temperatures at the end of each time interval were deter- 
mined from deflections taken from the oscillograph records. An average 
wall temperature for the time interval was used to determine the radiation 
correction and the AT between the model and the recovery tenrperature. 
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A second method was to plot the wsll temperature versus time, fair a curve 
through the data, and determine slopes by means of a mirror. Both methods 
gave essentially the same results. A comparison of heat-transfer data as 
evaluated by both methods is given in the discussion of results. No reduc- 
tion of temperature data to determine heat-transfer coefficients for the 
nose section was undertaken because of uncertainties associated with the 
wall thickness and also because of the effects of axial heat conduction 
with the relatively thick w&l. 

Rvsluating a Locsl Reynolds Number 

On a flat plate with-a boundary-layer trip located near the leading 
edge, one would expect the effective origin for turbulent flow to be 
located some distance upstream from the trip location. This location 
would depend upon the length of run of lsminar boundary layer preceding 
the boundary-layer trip plus the increase in momentum thickness of the 
boundary layer caused by the trip. On the present model, however, the 
nose section was a cone and the rate of growth of the boundary layer and 
conditions of flow are different from those on a flat plate. The boundary- 
layer growth on the cylindrical section should correspond approldnaately 
to that on a flat plate (ref. 16). 

It was calculated that the nose cone moved the effective origin for 
turbulent flow downstream approximately 2-l/2 inches from where it would 
have been if the model were cylindricsl throughout its length. In the 
cslculations,locs.l skin-friction coefficients over the nose section were 
determined on the assmtion that turbulent flow originated at the tip 
of the model. A length which would give equivalent turbulent skin-friction 
coefficients for a flat plate was then evaluated. In the calculations, 
Mach numbers and conditions of flow corresponded to those on the model. 
To obtain additional information regarding the location of the effective 
origin of the turbulent boundary layer, local Stanton numbers for the 
various stations along the mcxlel were plotted versus Reynolds numbers 
based on several assumed locations of the origin of the turbulent boundary 
layer. The slopes of curves faired through the data were then compared 
to the slopes as determined by the method given in Appendix A. The best 
agreement between the slopes was found when the effective origin for 
turbulent flow was located at the nose of the model. No significant dif- 
ference could be detected for the various Mach numbers. Therefore, for 
all of the tests local Reynolds numbers were calculated tith the effective 
origin for turbulent flow located at the tip of the model. The exact 
location of the effective origin for turbulent flow does not have a large 
effect on the calculated local Stanton number for these tests, because 
the model was fairly long and because Stanton number does not vary greatly 
with Reynolds number. For example, a difference of 2-l/2 inches in the 
location of the origin of the turbulent boundary lsyer would cause a 
change in Stanton number of approximately 3 to 6 percent, depending upon 
the location on the model. 
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Determining Local Flow Conditions 

Local values for Mach number, temperature, and density along the 
body were computed from the measured pressure distributions on the assump- 
tion that the total pressure was constant along the body and equal to the 
calculated pressure behind the shock wave at the nose of the model. No 
extraneous shock waves which might sffect the flow or the assumption of 
constant total pressure along the model could be detected from pressure -. 
measurements or from scblieren pictures. Free-stream Mach number upstream 
of the shock wave at the nose of the model was evaluated from the ratio -- 

of stagnation pressure to tunnel side-wall static pressure end also from 
the ratio of the surface pressure on the nose cone to stagnation pressure. 

RE23JLTSANDDISCUSSION 

Air Flow and Temperature-Distribution Results 

Pressure and Mach number distributions,- In figure 4 are shown the 
pressure distributions which were measured on the pressure-distribution 
model for free-stream Mach numbers ~.KI, 3.44, 4.08, 4.56, and 5.04. 
These are the Wch numbers at which the heat-transfer tests were run. 
(Pressure distributions also were measured when the model was equipped 
with a boundary-layer trip consisting of two O.OlO-inch-diameter wires 
spaced along the nose. No effect of.the trip could be detected on the 
surface pressures.) Shown in figure 4 are the theoretical pressure dis- 
tributions of reference 17 for Mach numbers 3, 4, and 5. Predictions 
were not available for Mach numbers 3.44 and 4.36. The agreement of the 
data with the predictions of reference 17 is fair. ICn figure 5 are the 
Mach number distributions along the model which were calculated from the 
measured pressure distributions (fig. 4). The Mach number variatfon -- 
along the cylindrical portion of the model Was approximately 6 percent 
of the free-stream Mach number. This is not a large change in Mach num- 
ber. Shown in figure 5 also are values for-the free-stream Mach number 
as determined from tunnel side-wall pressure-taps and also from pressures 
measured on the nose cone of the model. Mach number as determined from 
these two methods was in good agreement; slso, the Mach number variation 
along the test section was not large. --. 

Temperature and recovery-factor distributions.- Typical sxlsl- 

'1 - 

* 

-. 

temperature distributions for the heat-transfer model during a tqerature 
time-history run are shown in figure 6 for each of the test Mach numbers. 
The temperature distributions labeled "start of runW were measured after 
the model was cooled, the liquid nitrogen was shut off, and the model 
wall temperature was rising. Before cooling, the model was run in the 
wind tunnel for a considerable length of time in order to reach equilib- 
rium temperature conditions end eliminate temperature gradients along the 
model. As may be noted from figure 6, for Mach numbers 3,00, 3.44, and 
4.08 the temperature distributions at the start of the runs were sFmilar 

F- 

rr 
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and had a random scatter of approximately I2 percent of the temperature 
potential for heat transfer. As the model temperature increased, it 
became more uniform and the rate of temperature rise of the model was 
approximately the same throughout its length. The heat-transfer rate on 
the nose cone was more than double the rate on the cylindrical. section 
but the wsXL thickness of this section was increased to compensate for 
this higher rate of heat transfer. 

Recovery factors as evaluated from temperatures measured along the 
model are shown also in figure 6. These temperatures were obtained prior 
to a cooling run when the model was at an equilibrium condition. After 
corrections were made for a small amount of radiant heat transfer to the 
cooler tunnel side walls, these 'local temperatures together with the local 
Mach number and the measured stagnation temperature permitted local recov- 
ery factors to be calculated. An examination of figure 6 for test Mach 
numbers 3.00, 3.44, and 4.08 shows values for recovery factors of approxi- 
mately 0.88 to 0.89. These values when compared to vsJ.ues of 0.85 to 0.86 
for lsminsr air flow clearly indicate turbulent air flow over the model. 
The recovery factors on the nose cone were slightly lower than those on 
the cylindrical section, a result which also was found in the tests of 
reference 18. 

For Mach numbers 4.56 and 5.04 the temperature distributions and 
recovery factors along the model become samewhat different. The difference 
is that temperatures and recovery factors on the cylindrical section near 
the junction of the cone section were less than for the rest of the model. 
As may be noted from figure 6 for Mach numbers 4.56 and 5.04 the recovery 
factors on the nose section and toward the rear portion of the model are 
values for turbulent flow. However, near the junction of the nose section, 
the values for recovery factor are reduced snd approach in magnitude values 
for lsminar flow. Similar results have been published in reference 18. 
Model wall temperatures in the vicinity of the shoulder were also less 
than those on the rest of the model. The cause of this phenomenon msy be 
associated with the large reductions Fn surface pressures which occur at 
the junction between the nose cone and the cylindrical sfterbody and are 
shown in figure 4. 

Since sll of the theories used to predict heat transfer are based on 
sn isothermal wall, there is the effect of sxisl-temperature gradients, 
such as shown in figure 6, on the heat-transfer results. The effects of 
axial-temperature gradients on local. Stanton number were calculated by 
the method given in reference lg. For Mach numbers 3.00, 3.44, and 4.08 
the axial-temperature gradients would have a smsll. effect on the data. 
However, at Mach numbers 4.56 and 5.04 the abrupt reduction in wsll tem- 
perature near the shoulder of the cone snd the cylindrical section would 
cause turbulent heat-transfer data in this region to be in error approxi- 
mately 10 to 15 percent. Since the flow in this region appears to be 
neither lsminar nor turbulent, no attewt was made to correlate these 
data. 
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Heat-Transfer Results 

Correlation of Stanton number with Reynolds number.- Exper5mentsll.y 
determined values of Stanton number are plotted as a function of Reynolds 
number in figure 7 for constant wall-temperature ratios and for each of 
the five test Mach numbers. The variations in Reynolds number are due to 
the different values of length from the start of turbulent flow for each 
thermocouple station. For each Mach number the tests were run at the 
highest pressure level or Reynolds number which could be obtained from 
the wind-tunnel equipment; also, because of the difficulty in obtaining 
turbulent flow along the entire length of the model no attempts were made 
to obtain heat-transfer data at lower stagnation pressures or lower 
Reynolds numbers. For comparison theoretical curves of Stanton number 
are also shown in figure 7. To cslculate the theoretical curves, the 
methods of Van Driest (ref. 3) and of Summer and Short (ref. 2) were 
used to evaluate skin friction and the correlation between skin friction 
and heat transfer was based on the.modified Reynolds anslogy of Rubesin 
(ref. 1). The basis of the method of Summer and Short is the K&m&- 
Schoenherr incompressible flow equation for average skin friction which 
is 

0.242 
CF 

= lot310(c~) 
P 

but where the density and viscosity of the air are evaluated at a tem- 
perature T' rather than T,. The equation for T' which has been 
found to correlate the skin-friction data for turbulent flow (ref. 2) is 

E = 1 + 0 
Tl 

. 035M 

An examination of figure 7 shows that the data for Mach numbers 3.00, 
3.44, and 4.08, although having considerable..scatter, have approximately 
the.ssme slope as the theoretical curves; also, these data are in better 
agreement with the calculated curves when the method of Sommer and Short 
is used than when the method of Van Driest is used. For Mach number 4.56 
at station 2 and for Mach number 5.04 at stations 2 and 3 the values of 
Stanton number are low compared to the theoretical curves. These low 
values of Stanton number are associated with the low rate of temperature 
rise and the low recovery factors as measured at these stations and as 
noted in figure 6.. It is interesting to note that the fully turbulent 
heat-transfer data at Mach numbers 4.56 and 5.04 in figure 7 correlate 
with a Reynolds number based on a length beginning at the nose of the 
model. This would indicate that so far as heat transfer is concerned 
the effective origin of the turbulent boundary layer is unsffected by 
the flow conditions in the vicinity of the shoulder. For comparison 
with the data obtained with the.model internally cooled, a limited amount 
of heat-transfer data was also obtained with the model externally cooled. 
For these tests liquid nitrogen was sprayed into the wind-tunnel air 
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stream at the center line of the subsonic portion of the nozzle. The 
cool nitrogen Fntmduced into the hot tunnel air stream cooled the center 
core of the air stream which, in turn, cooled the model to approximately 
175' F below recovery temperature. The nitrogen was then shut off and 
teqerature time histories of the model wall were taken. Values of 
Stanton number determined from the temperature data for Mach numbers 4.08 
and'4.56 are shown in figure 7. These data are in fair agreement with 
those obtadned with the model internally cooled. 

The effect of wall-temperature ratio on Stanton number.- Since one 
of the main objectives of this investigation was to obtain heat-transfer 
data with variable wsll temperatures, a plot of local Stanton number 
versus wsll to free-stream temperature ratio is shown fn figure 8. The 
data shown in figure 8 were obtained at station 4 and are representative 
of Ll. the data. For comparison with the data, curves calculated by the 
methods of references 2 and 3 are also shown in figure 8. The effect of 
a decrease in wall-temperature ratio was to increase the heat-transfer 
rate. The curves calculated by the methods of Sommer and Short and of 
Van Driest also show an increase in heat transfer with decreasing wsll- 
temperature ratio, with the predictions by the Sommer and Short method 
showing the greatest effect of wall-temperature ratio. In figure 8 the 
data also appear to be in better agreement with the predictions made by 
the method of Sommer and Short. 

Shown in figure 8 for a Mach number 3.00 are two sets of data both 
for the same thermocouple but, the slopes were determined for one set by 
means of a mirror and for the other set by the use of the ratio ATw/At. 
As may be noted from this figure determining slopes by either of the two 
methods results Fn essentially the same value of Stanton number. 

Correlation of test data on the basis of St* and R*.- As a result 
of the agreement of the data in figures 7 and 8 with the curves calculated 
by mesns of the correlation of Sorrzaer and Short, all of the fully turbu- 
lent data were correlated on the basis of St' versus R'. This correla- 
tion is shown in figure 9. The prime superscript indicates that the 
density and viscosity of the air were evaluated at a temperature T'. 
The relationship between St and St* is as follows: 

Since cpl G cp, 

or 

St = St; (g-J = St?’ (3) 

St’ = St 0 F 

(51 

02 
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and as noted previously 

T' - = 1 + 0.035M12 I- 0.45 
Tt, 

the relationship between R, and R1 is .I. 

~=(Q($+) 
or 

R’ = Rl (k&-lg 
and where ~'/p, csn be determined from the.Sutherlsnd equation, or 

The curves shown 
between skin friction 
friction evs.luated.by 
Schoenherr which is 
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(7) 

(8) 

in figure 9 were calculated by means of the analogy 
and heat transfer of reference 1 with local skin 
the incompressible flow equation of Von K&m& and 

0.558 CF 
Cf = 

0.558 +2& (10) 

.- 

c 

and for average skin friction 

0.242 
45 

= log,&$i' w - 
If the correlationof St' and R' is used, the data for all Mach numbers 
and aL!. wall-temperature ratios should correlate with one curve. In fig- 
ure 9 separate plots of data were shown for each of the Mach numbers in 
order to simplify the presentation of the data and to note any trend or 
difference between the various Mach numbers. An examination of figure $J 
shows that although the data have considerable scatter the agreement with 
the curve is quite good for all Mach numbers, A simplified equation for 
S-t' which correlates the data and fits the curve shown in figure 9 within 
2 to 3 percent over the Reynolds number range from lOO,C00 to 10,000,000 
is 

+ 

St' = 0.026 
CR') 0.X8 0-a * 
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Correlation of test data on the basis of St/Sti with T*/T,.- Correlation of test data on the basis of St/Sti with T*/T,.- 
of the turbulent heat-transfer data obtained ace plotted in figure of the turbulent heat-transfer data obtained ace plotted in figure 
St/Sti versus T'/T,. The values of Sti were calculated by means St/Sti versus T'/T,. The values of Sti were ca&lated by means 

13 

10 as 
of the 

K&m&-Schoenherr equation for skin friction together with the modified 
Reynolds analogy of reference 1. The curve shown in figure 10 was 
calculated by the method given in reference 2.and the relationship 

A simplified equation for the relationship of St/Sti to T1/T1 is given 
in Appendix B. An examination of figure 10 shows that the heat-transfer 
data for all five Mach numbers and for all ratios of T'/Tr agree well 
with the skin-friction correlation as represented by the curve. The 
method of least squares was used to fit a curve to the data and it was 
found that the maxm deviation between this curve and the theoretical 
curve shown in figure 10 was approximately 4 percent in the vslues of 
s-b/m. 

As a result of the correlation of the data with the ratip T'/Tr, a 
similar analogy was applied to the results of other heat-transfer investi- 
gations and is shown in figure Il. The data shown in figure ll for the 
different investigations are not complete sets but were chosen to be 
representative of the results of the particular investigation. The curve 
shown in figure ll is the ssme curve as shown in figure 10. The data 
plotted in figure ll show scatter which is typical of heat-transfer 
measurements but they also follow the genera3 pattern of substantiating 
the skin-friction correlation of reference 2. At the higher Mach numbers 
(i.e., higher ratios of T*/Tr), the data of Lobb, Winkler, and Persh 
(ref. 6) are low as compared to the calculated curve. Other data avail- 
able for the higher Mach numbers are not sufficiently complete to enable 
correlation in this manner. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Eeat-transfer data were evaluated from temperature time histories 
measured on a cooled cone-cylinder model with a turbulent boundary-layer. 
The results can be summarized as follows: 

1. The.ratio of wall to free-stream temperature has 831 appreciable 
effect on the heat-transfer rate and the increase in heat-transfer rate 
with decreasing wall-temperature ratio is equivalent to the increase in 
turbulent skin-friction coefficient which has been measured previously. 
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2. The Tf methodused by Sommer and Short to correlate turbulent 
skin-friction data with.Mach number and wall-temperature ratio has been 
found to correlate the turbulent heat-transfer data of this investigation. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Conrmittee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., Jan. 28, lg.58 
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APPENDIXA 

DETERMININGSLOPE OF STANTONNUMBER 

VERSUS REYNOLDS NUMBER cuRvx 

The results of reference 2 for a given Mach number and well- 
temperature ratio have shown that CF/CF~ is a constant, with the excep- 
tion of a small dependence on Reynolds number. On the basis of the analogy 
between skin friction and heat transfer the same conclusion is indicated 
with regard to the ratio, St/Sti. If the effect of Reynolds number, which 
is small for the range of the test conditions, is neglected, then 

St - = constant Sti 

When equation (12) is applied to incompressible flow it reduces to 

Sti = 0.026 

CR,) 
0.18 

From equations (Al) and (A2) 

St _ constant = constant 

CR,) 
0.18 

P-u 

W) 

(A3 > 

Therefore, for a given Mach number and wall-temperature ratio a plot of 
St versus R, should have a slope of approximately’0.18. The longer the 
model or the larger the variation in x the more accurately the slopes 
can be determined. 

. 
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APPENDIXB 

SIMP'IJF~D RELATIONSHIP OF s 
y+ 

As has be‘en shown in the discussion of.resulte, 

T1 St = St' T, 

and 

St' = 0.026 

CR') 
0.18 

-These two equations yield 

St = 0.026 T1 0.026 T1 
CR’) 0.18 0 T'= 

0 
T' 

With the relationships 

Pl 
$7 

T' =- and CL' T' w 
Tl 

-= 
111 (3 T 

the equation for St becomes 

0.026 T’ 0 
o.mw-0.82 

St = 

% 

or 

(5) 

0.a 

(Bl) 

(=I 

(33) 

For the temperature conditions of the tests, w wa6 chosen as 0.8, then 

St = 0.026 
(Ply)- (g-f3 

(B4) y 

Since equation (l-2) applies to incompressible values for. St, then 



M 
i 

XACA TN 4236 

sti = 0.026 
(R,) 

0.18 

Using this equation for St1 and equation (Bk) for St gives 

St 1 ziq = T’ 0.678 

(3 T 

17 

(B5) 

i 
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